Loan Applications and Grant Applications
The Volunteer Portal gives nominated B/G committee members visibility of any Loan and Grant
Applications which have been requested through National Office. This provides an overview of
applications both active or going through the process
To view details of either, use the drop-down list and choose either Loan Applications or Grant
Applications

Clicking either Loan Applications or Grant Applications will
redirect you through to a new page, which will show a list of
all the loans or grants

For loans, the menu provides a brief overview of the person affected, the name of the application
(which gives insight to the type of loan), user’s Raiser’s Edge ID, and the loan start/end dates
To view more detailed information, click the drop-down arrow to the right of the page and click
view details
In the loan application, there are two main elements to the view, these are Loan Details and
Transactions

The loan details view is essentially an extension of the details on menu page, this time giving
further information such as the asset category and asset number

Transactions essentially build a history of the application. Transactions are managed by
Equipment Loan and Support Services team. At each stage of an application, they will add a
transaction to update the history of the asset and the progress of the application. This helps to
manage stock levels and provides a transparent log of the application status
The Grant Application menu looks very similar to the Loan Application menu, again providing an
overview of grants as relevant. Click the drop-down arrow again to view further information

The general section of the grant application view gives an overview of the funding requested and
the funding offered, as well as what the grant is required for
Under Grant Funding, information can be found on where the funding has come from. So, if the
Branch has funded some, or all of the loan, this information would be found here

The last area on grant applications is Grant Invoices, this is where any information of invoices
would be held when the grant has been paid

When funding has come from the branch, this is a great and easy way for them to keep track of
funding amounts and invoice for any grants they have contributed to

